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1. Introduction and results
Let X ¼ fX i; iX1g be a sequence of independent, identically distributed random
variables with EX 1 ¼ 0; EX 21 ¼ 1 and set SnðX Þ ¼ Sn ¼ X 1 þ    þ X n; nX1: The
classical law of the iterated logarithm tells us that
P lim sup
n!1
Snﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2n log log n
p ¼ 1
( )
¼ 1. (1.1)see front matter r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
.spa.2004.11.007
nding author.
dresses: berkes@stat.tu-graz.ac.at (I. Berkes), weber@math.u-strasbg.fr (M. Weber).
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ov–Erd +os–Petrovski test: for any positive nondecreasing function fjðnÞ; nX1g the
probability
PfSn4
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
jðnÞ infinitely ofteng (1.2)
equals zero or one, depending on whether
X1
n¼1
jðnÞ
n
ej
2ðnÞ=2 (1.3)
converges or diverges. See e.g. Erd +os [4], Feller [5,6]. Feller [6] showed that the test
holds if EX 1 ¼ 0; EX 21 ¼ 1 and
EðX 21IðX 1XtÞÞ ¼ Oððlog log tÞ1Þ as t !1 (1.4)
and this result is best possible. (See Einmahl [3] for further information on this
point.) Relation (1.4) holds, e.g. if
EðX 21 logþ logþjX 1jÞo1. (1.5)
As customary, we say that j belongs to the upper (lower) class of X, and write
j 2 UðX Þ (resp. j 2LðX Þ), when the probability in (1.2) equals 0 (resp. 1).
The purpose of the present paper is to study the LIL and the upper–lower class
problem for Sn when n runs over some subsequence N:
Concerning (1.1) ﬁrst, the law of the iterated logarithm for subsequences has been
characterized in Weber [18]. In order to state it, we recall the notation from Sections
2 and 3 of [18]. LetN ¼ fnk; kX1g be any increasing sequence of integers and M41;
the value of M will be irrelevant. Let I0 ¼ ½0; MÞ and for each integer kX1; let
IkðMÞ ¼ Ik ¼ ½Mk; Mkþ1Þ: The subsequence of intervals Ik such that Ik \Na;;
determines an increasing sequence of indices, which we denote by k ¼ fkp; pX1g: For
any n 2N we put
jðnÞ ¼ jðN; M ; nÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 logðp þ 2Þ
p
if n 2N \ Ikp .
The corresponding property to (1.1) for arbitrary subsequences can then be stated as
follows:
P lim sup
n!1; n2N
Snﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
jðnÞ ¼ 1
( )
¼ 1. (1.6)
See Gut [7], Gut and Schwabe [8] for related results. For similar results along
random subsequences, see Chang and Hsiung [1], Rychlik and Zygo [14], and
references therein. For Banach space generalizations, see Weber [19]. For Strassen
versions of (1.6), see Lifshits and Weber [11].
The contrast between (1.1) and (1.6) is signiﬁcant when N increases sufﬁciently
rapidly, like nk ¼ 22
k
; in which case jðnÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 log log log n
p
: A link between (1.1)
and (1.6) can, however, be obtained through some information concerning the
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LðNÞ ¼ lim sup
j!1
log#ðipj : N \ ½Mi; Miþ1Þa;Þ
log j
 1=2
.
Then
P lim sup
n!1; n2N
Snﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2n log log n
p ¼ LðNÞ
( )
¼ 1. (1.7)
An improvement of the lower half of (1.6) was recently obtained in Weber [20,
Theorem 6.1]. Let 0pco1; then
P lim
j!1
log#ðipj : 9n 2N \ ½Mi; Miþ1Þ : Sn4c
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
jðnÞÞ
log#ðipj : N \ ½Mi; Miþ1Þa;Þ ¼ 1 c
2
 
¼ 1.
(1.8)
The case c ¼ 1 remained open; this will be settled and extended further in Section 4.
We deﬁne now the upper and lower classes (near inﬁnity) of X, relatively to an
arbitrary increasing sequence of positive integers N ¼ fnk; kX1g: Let j ¼
fjðnÞ; nX1g be a nondecreasing sequence of positive reals. We say that j 2
LNðX Þ; (resp. j 2 UNðX Þ), when
PfSnðX Þ4
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
jðnÞ n 2N; infinitely ofteng ¼ 1 ðresp: ¼ 0Þ. (1.9)
A necessary preliminary (but classical) step in dealing with our problem will be the
study of the upper and lower classes of Brownian motion W ¼ fW t; tX0g: The
classes near inﬁnity for Brownian motion, LNðW Þ (resp. UNðW Þ), are deﬁned as
above, just with X 1¼LNð0; 1Þ:
Before going further, we shall make some useful observations. As is well-known in
the study of the law of the iterated logarithm along the whole sequence of integers, it
is enough to control the behavior of partial sums along a geometric subsequence, say
N0 ¼ f2k; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .g: In other words, we sieve the integers with a global sieve
represented by the intervals ½2k; 2kþ1Þ; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . : The same rule operates to
characterize the law of the iterated logarithm for subsequences. For characterizing
upper and lower classes for subsequences, the crucial new fact is the appearance of a
local sieve of the subsequence N; which will be also used to express the
characterization. More precisely, endow Rþ with the metric induced by the
normalized Brownian motion
dðs; tÞ ¼ kW s=
ﬃﬃ
s
p  W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p k2 ¼ ½2ð1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s=t
p
Þ1=2; s; t 2 Rþ; spt. (1.10)
For any subset T of Rþ and any real u40; deﬁne by MðT ; uÞ ¼ MdðT ; uÞ the
maximal number of points of T which are mutually at distance Xu (equal to 1 if
none); and by NðT ; uÞ ¼ Nd ðT ; uÞ the minimal covering number (possibly inﬁnite) of
T by d-open balls of radius u centered in T. One has the immediate relations
MðT ; 2uÞpNðT ; uÞpMðT ; uÞ: Let M41 be ﬁxed. The following characterization is
established in Sections 2 and 3.
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and (1.5). Then for any increasing sequence N ¼ fnk; kX1g of positive integers and
any nondecreasing sequence fjðnÞ; nX1g of positive reals, the following assertions are
equivalent:(i) j 2 UNðX Þ; ðresp: LNðX ÞÞ(ii)
X1
p¼1
1
j^p
expðj^2p=2ÞMðN \ Ikp ; 1=j^pÞo1; ðresp: ¼ 1Þ. (1.11)Here j^p denotes the value of j at the smallest element of N \ Ikp :
The quantity MðN \ Ikp ; 1=j^pÞ relates to a notion of local packing for N: It
deﬁnes the maximal number of points of N \ Ikp which are mutually at distance
X1=j^p for the metric induced by the normalized Brownian motion.
In the case when N is the whole sequence of positive integers, Theorem 1.1
reduces to the Kolmogorov–Erd +os–Petrovski test (see the calculations below), and as
shown in Einmahl [3], Feller [6], the moment assumption (1.5) is nearly optimal here.
The test sum in (1.11) can be written in another form, convenient for applications.
Assume that
c1ðlog pÞ1=2pj^ppc2ðlog pÞ1=2 (1.12)
for some positive constants c1; c2: As we will see in Section 2, there is no loss of
generality in assuming (1.12). Let r ¼ ½log p and let u0ou1o   our be a geometric
sequence with u0 ¼ Mkp ; ur ¼ Mkpþ1: In view of (1.10), fu0; . . . ; urg is a d-equidistant
set in ½Mkp ; Mkpþ1; which divides this interval into ½log p subintervals J ðpÞ1 ; . . . ; J ðpÞr
of equal d-length
½2ð1 M1=2rÞ1=2  ðlog MÞ1=2ðlog pÞ1=2.
Let Np denote the number of intervals J
ðpÞ
n containing at least one point of N: By
(1.12) the length of the intervals J ðpÞn is within constant multiples of 1=j^p and thus
c3NppMðN \ Ikp ; 1=j^pÞpc4Np (1.13)
with suitable constants c3; c4: Hence the sum in (1.11) is equiconvergent withX1
p¼1
1
j^p
expðj^2p=2ÞNp. (1.14)
Clearly, 1pNpp log ppconst j^2p: If N contains exactly one element in each
½Mkp ; Mkpþ1 (e.g. if nk ¼ Mk), then (1.14) reduces to
P1
p¼1
1
j^p
expðj^2p=2Þ; while if
N intersects all intervals JðpÞn ; then (1.14) is equiconvergent withX1
p¼1
j^p expðj^2p=2Þ. (1.15)
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upper–lower class character of a function j remains the same if we add new elements
to N; in particular, it is the same as in the case when N is the whole sequence of
integers. In this case j^p ¼ jðMpÞ and (1.15) becomesX1
p¼1
jðMpÞ expfj2ðMpÞ=2g
which is easily seen to be equiconvergent with the sum
X1
n¼1
jðnÞ
n
expfj2ðnÞ=2g
appearing in the Kolmogorov–Erd +os–Petrovski test. Finally, we observe that if
j^p ¼ cð2 log pÞ1=2; ðc40Þ
then the sum (1.14) will converge for c41 and diverge for cp1; regardless the value
of 1pNpp log p: This yields (1.6) and shows that the ‘‘crude’’ LIL behavior of Sn
alongN does not depend on how many elementsN has in the intervals J ðpÞn : On the
other hand, if j^p ¼ ð2 log p þ c log log pÞ1=2; then j belongs to the upper or lower
class according as
X1
p¼1
Np
pðlog pÞð1þcÞ=2
converges or diverges. Thus in this ﬁrst reﬁnement of the LIL (1.6) the structure of
N becomes important. Speciﬁcally, if Np  ðlog pÞa ð0oao1Þ; then j belongs to the
upper class iff c41þ 2a:
If condition (1.12) is not satisﬁed, our previous considerations remain still valid,
provided we choose r ¼ ½j^2p instead of r ¼ ½log p: However, in this case the intervals
J ðpÞn will depend on j: Similarly as above, we get that the d-length of the intervals J
ðpÞ
n
is  const j^1p and thus
MðN \ Ikp ; 1=j^pÞpconst j^2p. (1.16)2. Upper and lower classes for partially observed Brownian motion
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 in the Brownian case, i.e. when X 1¼LNð0; 1Þ:
Let W ¼ fW t; tX0g be a linear Brownian motion and put
CðxÞ ¼ 1 FðxÞ ¼ ð2pÞ1=2
Z 1
x
et
2=2 dt; x 2 R.
As is well known,
CðxÞ  ð2pÞ1=2x1ex2=2 as x !1. (2.1)
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associated to T are those deﬁned above with respect to the metric d in (1.10). As we
already noted, NðT ; uÞpMðT ; uÞpNðT ; u=2Þ for any u40: Also, if u is small and
0oxoyoz satisfy dðx; yÞ ¼ dðy; zÞ ¼ u; then dðx; zÞ  u
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
; whence it follows that
for sufﬁciently small u40 we have
MðT ; uÞpMðT ; u=2Þp8MðT ; uÞ. (2.2)
Proposition 2.1. There exist positive constants C1; C2; C3; depending on b=a only, such
that for any real xXC3 we have
C1p
P supt2T W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
4x

 
CðxÞMðT ; 1=xÞ pC2.
The above proposition is obtained as a straightforward application of Theorem
2.2 of Weber [17], which we are going to recall for convenience. Here T is
temporarily an arbitrary parameter set. Put, for any centered Gaussian process X ¼
fX tðoÞ;o 2 O; t 2 Tg;
mX ðeÞ ¼ supfE½supfX u : kX u  X tkL2ðPÞpeg; t 2 Tg,
and note in what follows: dX ðs; tÞ ¼ kX s  X tkL2ðPÞ; s; t 2 T :
Lemma 2.2. Assume that X has sample bounded paths and that EX 2t ¼ 1 for any t 2 T :
Fix 0ogo1 and 0oxp1
4
; H41 such that expfH2ð1 xÞgog=2 and put
eðxÞ ¼ inf e40 : sup 2
x
sup
kepdiamðT ;dX Þ
k integer
k0mX ðkeÞ
ke2
2
4
3
5; H
e
8<
:
9=
;p x2 ﬃﬃﬃ2p
8<
:
9=
;,
where k0 is some universal constant (arising from Chevet–Sudakov inequality). Then,
for all xX0
ð1 gÞMdX ½T ; eðxÞCðxÞpP sup
t2T
X t4x
 
,
P sup
t2T
X t4x þ 2mX ½eðxÞ
 
pMdX ½T ; eðxÞCðxÞ.
(In the statement in Weber [17], there is another parameter: a which turns out to
be equal to one because the variance is constant.)
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Put X ¼ fX t ¼ W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
; tX0g; and for any y 2 T ; r40:
Bðy; rÞ ¼ ft 2 T : kX y  X tk2org: Let s; t 2 T ; spt; since kX s  X tk22 ¼ 2ð1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s=t
p
Þ ¼ 2 tsﬃ
t
p ð ﬃtp þ ﬃsp Þ ; one has
1ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p p kX s  X tk2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjs  tjp p 1ﬃﬃﬃap .
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 e2; yþ e2Þ  ½a; b: Let e1 ¼ e=
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
: Then
T \ ðy e21a; yþ e21aÞ  Bðy; e1Þ  T \ ðy e21b; yþ e21bÞ.
Let 0ov1pe1: We put v ¼ v1
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
: We consider a subdivision of ðy e21b; yþ e21bÞ of
size v2: Its length is bounded by
2e21b
v2
 
þ 1p4 e
2
1b
v2
 
.
Let I be an arbitrary interval of the subdivision. If I \ Ta;; pick some point in
I \ T which we denote by tI : To any t 2 T ; there corresponds an interval I such that
t 2 I ; and since I  ðtI  v2; tI þ v2Þ; we deduce
Bðy; e1Þ  T \ ðy e21b; yþ e21bÞ
¼
X
I :I\Ta;
I \ T 
X
I :I\Ta;
ðtI  v2; tI þ v2Þ \ T

X
I :I\Ta;
ðtI  v2; tI þ v2Þ \ T 
X
I :I\Ta;
BðtI ; v1Þ.
We thus have for any 0ov1pe1
NðBðy; e1Þ; v1Þp4
e21b
v2
 
¼ 4 e
2
1b
v21a
 
.
We can now estimate E supt2Bðy;e1Þ X t ¼ 12E sups;t2Bðy;e1Þ ðX s  X tÞ: We have classi-
cally
E sup
s;t2Bðy;e1Þ
ðX s  X tÞpK
Z diamðBðy;e1ÞÞ
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
log NðBðy; e1Þ; v1Þ
p
dv1,
where K is some universal constant. SoZ diamðBðy;e1ÞÞ
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
log NðBðy; e1Þ; v1Þ
p
dv1
p
Z 2e1
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
log 4
e21b
v21a
 s
dv1 ¼v1¼he1 e1
Z 2
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
log
4b
ah2
 s
dh.
Hence
E sup
t2Bðy;e1Þ
X tpConstða; bÞe1,
where Constða; bÞ ¼ 12 K
R 2
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
logð4b=ah2Þ
q
dh: Therefore, recalling that
mX ðeÞ ¼ supfE½supfX u : kX u  X tkL2ðPÞpeg; t 2 Tg,
we see that mX ðeÞpConstða; bÞe; hence
sup
kepdiamðT ;dÞ
k integer
k0mX ðkeÞ
ke2
p k0 Constða; bÞ
e
.
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sup
2
x
sup
kepdiamðT ;dÞ
k integer
k0mX ðkeÞ
ke2
2
4
3
5; H
e
8<
:
9=
; ¼ He .
Thus,
eðxÞ ¼ inf e40 : H
e
p x
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 
¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
H
x
and
2mX ½eðxÞp2Constða; bÞeðxÞ ¼
4
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Constða; bÞH
x
.
From Lemma 2.2 we get
P sup
t2T
X t4x þ
4
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Constða; bÞH
x
( )
pP sup
t2T
X t4x þ 2mX ½eðxÞ
 
pM½T ; eðxÞCðxÞ
for any x40; hence letting c0 ¼ 4
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Constða; bÞH and noting also that the function
y ¼ x þ c0=x is increasing for xX ﬃﬃﬃﬃc0p and maps ½ ﬃﬃﬃﬃc0p ;1Þ onto ½2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃc0p ;1Þ and that
the function Cðx þ c0=xÞ=CðxÞ remains between positive bounds for xX ﬃﬃﬃﬃc0p ; it
follows that
P sup
t2T
X t4x
 
pC4M½T ; eðxÞCðxÞ; for xXC4,
where C4 is a constant depending on H and b=a: Another application of Lemma 2.2
yields, choosing g ¼ 1
2
;
P sup
t2T
X t4x
 
X
1
2
M½T ; eðxÞCðxÞ.
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is now complete, upon choosing Hða; bÞ ¼ Hða; b; 1
4
Þ
and using (2.2). &
We now pass to the
Proof of Theorem 1.1 in the Brownian case. We ﬁrst show that without loss of
generality we can assume that j is constant on each Ikp \N: To this purpose, let np
resp. np denote the smallest, resp. largest element of Ikp \N and let H  N denote
the set of integers pX1 for which the increment of j2ðnÞ over Ikp \N is at least 1, i.e.
j2ðnp Þ  j2ðnpÞX1: If p and q belong to H and poq; then nqXnp and thus j2ðnqÞ 
j2ðnpÞXj2ðnp Þ  j2ðnpÞX1; whence
expðj2ðnqÞ=4 j2ðnpÞ=4ÞXe1=4.
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p2H
1
jðnpÞ
ej
2ðnpÞ=2MðIkp \N; 1=jðnpÞÞpC
X
p2H
jðnpÞej
2ðnpÞ=2
pC0
X
p2H
ej
2ðnpÞ=4o1.
Hence by Proposition 2.1 we also have
X
p2H
P sup
t2Ikp\N
W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
4jðnpÞ
 !
oþ1.
Hence, in view of the Borel–Cantelli lemma, discarding the sets Ikp \N; p 2 H from
the set N changes neither the convergence character of the sum
X1
p¼1
1
jðnpÞ
ej
2ðnpÞ=2MðIkp \N; 1=jðnpÞÞ
nor the upper–lower class character of fjðnÞ; n 2Ng: Thus without loss of generality
we can assume that j2ðnÞ changes by at most 1 on every set Ikp \N; but then using
(2.2) we see that the convergence character of the last sum does not change if we
replace np by n

p : Thus letting jL; resp. jU denote the functions obtained by
replacing j by its smallest, resp. largest value in each interval Ikp \N; the series
(1.11) belonging to jL and jU are equiconvergent and thus if we assume that
Theorem 1.1 is valid under the above piecewise constancy assumption on j; then we
see that jL and jU belong to the same class relative toN: But jLpjpjU and thus
j belongs to the same class as jL and jU:
Let us now assume that on each interval Ikp \N the function j takes a constant
value, which we will denote, without danger of confusion, by jp; instead of j^p: Let
Zp ¼ sup
t2Ikp\N
W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
; Mp ¼ MðN \ Ikp ; 1=jpÞ.
Theorem 1.1 can then be restated as
PðZpXjp i:o:Þ ¼ 0 iff
X1
p¼1
j1p e
j2p=2Mpo1. (2.3)
Without loss of generality we can assume that
ðlog pÞ1=2pjpp4ðlog pÞ1=2. (2.4)
Eq. (2.4) is the usual reduction in the study of upper and lower classes and can be
established in a standard fashion. Let
jp ¼ ðjp _ ðlog pÞ1=2Þ ^ 4ðlog pÞ1=2.
By (1.16) we have 1pMppconstj2p and thus the contribution of those p in the sum
in (2.3) where jpX4ðlog pÞ1=2 is ﬁnite. Also, if jpX4ðlog pÞ1=2 for all p, then j
belongs to the upper class by the LIL (1.6). Next we observe that if there are
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sum with jp diverge. Indeed, if jLpðlog LÞ1=2 for some LX1; then by the
monotonicity of j and of the function xex
2=2 we get that the Lth partial sum of the
sum in (2.3) is at least
XL
p¼1
j1p e
j2p=2XLj1L e
j2
L
=2XL1=2ðlog LÞ1=2
and the same argument applies for the analogous sum with jp: The rest of the
argument is the same as in the classical case, see e.g. in Feller [6, Lemma 1].
Applying Proposition 2.1 to T ¼N \ Ikp gives
C1ðMÞp
Pfsupt2N\Ikp W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
4xg
CðxÞMðN \ Ikp ; 1=xÞ
pC2ðMÞ for xXC3ðMÞ. (2.5)
To any xXC3ðMÞ and any increasing sequenceN of positive integers, associate a set
NpðxÞ N \ Ikp ; maximal for the relation
s; t 2NpðxÞ; sat ) dðs; tÞX1=x.
Applying Proposition 2.1 to T ¼NpðxÞ gives
C1ðMÞp
Pfsupt2NpðxÞ W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
4xg
CðxÞ#ðNpðxÞÞ
pC2ðMÞ for xXC3ðMÞ. (2.6)
Thus there exists a constant cðMÞ depending on M only, such that for any arbitrary
increasing sequence N of positive integers we have
cðMÞ1p
Pfsupt2N\Ikp W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
4xg
Pfsupt2NpðxÞ W t=
ﬃﬃ
t
p
4xg pcðMÞ for xXcðMÞ
1. (2.7)
Put, for any positive integer p,
Ap ¼ sup
n2NpðjpÞ
W n=
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
4jp
( )
; Ap ¼ sup
n2N\Ikp
W n=
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
4jp
( )
.
By the construction, #ðNpðjpÞÞ ¼ MðN \ Ikp ; 1=jpÞ: In view of (2.5)–(2.7) we have
C1ðMÞp
PðApÞ
CðjpÞ#ðNpðjpÞÞ
pC2ðMÞ (2.8)
and
cðMÞ1pPðApÞ
PðApÞ
pcðMÞ. (2.9)
Hence if
X1
p¼1
CðjpÞMðN \ Ikp ; 1=jpÞo1,
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P
PðApÞo1 and thus PðAp i:o:Þ ¼ 0; implying j 2 UNðW Þ: Assume now
that X1
p¼1
CðjpÞMðN \ Ikp ; 1=jpÞ ¼ 1.
ThenX1
p¼1
PðApÞ ¼ 1.
By (1.16) we have
#ðNpðjpÞÞ ¼ MðN \ Ikp ; 1=jpÞpConstj2p.
Therefore,
CðjpÞpCðjpÞMðN \ Ikp ; 1=jpÞpConstj2pCðjpÞ. (2.10)
We estimate now the probabilities of the intersections Ap \Aq: The line of
arguments we use is classical and follows closely the proof of Theorem 3.3 in Weber
[18]. We shall need classical correlation inequalities for jointly Gaussian pairs of
random variables, for which we refer to [18, Lemma 3.4, p. 78] for simplicity.
Speciﬁcally, we need the fact that if U, V are jointly Gaussian r.v.’s with EU ¼
EV ¼ 0; EU2 ¼ EV 2 ¼ 1; EUV ¼ rX0; then
PðminðU ; V Þ4tÞpPðU4tÞC t
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 r
1þ r
r !
ðtX0Þ
and further if e40; then for any x40; y40 with rxype we have
PðU4x; V4yÞpcðeÞPðU4xÞPðV4yÞ,
where lime!0 cðeÞ ¼ 1:
Let now some 0oaoð1 M1=2Þ=4 and 0oho1 be ﬁxed.
(a) If p0ppoqpp þ pa; then using the correlation inequalities above we get
PðAp \AqÞp
X
n2NpðjpÞ
X
m2NqðjqÞ
P
W nﬃﬃﬃ
n
p 4jp;
W mﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p 4jq
 
p
X
n2NpðjpÞ
X
m2NqðjqÞ
P
W nﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ^ W mﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p 4jp
 
p
X
n2NpðjpÞ
CðjpÞ
X
m2NqðjqÞ
C jp
1 rðn; mÞ
1þ rðn; mÞ
 1=2" #8<
:
9=
;, ð2:11Þ
where we put rðn; mÞ ¼ E W nﬃﬃ
n
p W mﬃﬃﬃ
m
p : But,
E
W nﬃﬃﬃ
n
p W mﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p pMðqp1Þ=2pM1=2
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follows:
PðAp \AqÞpconst
X
n2NpðjpÞ
CðjpÞ
8<
:
9=
;j2qC jp 1 M
1=2
1þ M1=2
 1=2" #
pconstPðApÞðlog pÞpð1M
1=2Þ=4
for q4p þ 1; using (2.4), (2.8), (2.9), qp2p and CðxÞp expðx2=2Þ for xX1: If
q ¼ p þ 1; then trivially PðAp \AqÞpPðApÞ: Hence,X
poqppþpa
PðAp \AqÞpPðApÞ þ constPðApÞðlog pÞpað1M
1=2Þ=4
pð1þ hÞPðApÞ, ð2:12Þ
provided p0 is sufﬁciently large, which we assume.
(b) Assume now p0ppop þ paoq: Fix some 0oboa: Then, as it is easy to see,
q  qb4p provided that p0 is large enough. Thus,
sup jpjqE
W nﬃﬃﬃ
n
p W mﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
 
; n 2NpðjpÞ; m 2NqðjqÞ; pXp0; q4p þ pa
 
pconst sup ½ðlog pÞ1=2ðlog qÞ1=2Mðqp1Þ=2; pXp0; q4p þ pa
pconst sup ½ðlog qÞMðqb1Þ=2; qXp0.
Thus using again the correlation inequalities above, we ﬁnd that
P
W nﬃﬃﬃ
n
p 4jp;
W mﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p 4jq
 
pð1þ hÞCðjpÞCðjqÞ,
provided that p0 is large enough, which we assume. Hence,
PðAp \AqÞp
X
n2NpðjpÞ
X
m2NqðjqÞ
P
W nﬃﬃﬃ
n
p 4jp;
W mﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p 4jq
 
pð1þ hÞ#ðNpðjpÞÞ#ðNqðjqÞÞCðjpÞCðjqÞ
pconstPðApÞPðAqÞ. ð2:13Þ
By (2.12) and (2.13) we have
X
p0ppoqpn
PðAp \AqÞpconst
Xn
p¼1
PðApÞ
 !2
and thus by invoking a well known version of the second Borel–Cantelli Lemma (see
e.g. Spitzer [15, p. 317]) and using the 0–1 law, we deduce
PfAp i:o:g ¼ 1.
Hence j 2LNðW Þ: The proof is now complete. &
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In the previous section we proved Theorem 1.1 in the Brownian case; we will now
consider the general i.i.d. case.
Let X ¼ fX i; iX1g be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables satisfying EX 1 ¼ 0;
EX 21 ¼ 1 and (1.5). By Theorem 2 of Einmahl [2] there exists, after suitably enlarging
the probability space, a linear Brownian motion W such that
jSn  W nj ¼ oðn= log log nÞ1=2 a:s. (3.1)
This will permit to reduce the study of the classes U and L to the one of the
Brownian motion. For, let
jð1ÞðnÞ ¼ jðnÞ þ ðlog log nÞ1=2; jð2ÞðnÞ ¼ jðnÞ  ðlog log nÞ1=2 (3.2)
and put SðjÞ ¼P1p¼1Cðj^pÞMðN \ Ikp ; 1=j^pÞ: We claim that
SðjÞo1 ) Sðjð2ÞÞo1,
SðjÞ ¼ 1 ) Sðjð1ÞÞ ¼ 1. (3.3)
Indeed, by (3.2) we have
j^ð1Þp ¼ j^p þOððlog pÞ1=2Þ; j^ð2Þp ¼ j^p þOððlog pÞ1=2Þ
and we can also assume, as noted above, that j^p ¼ Oððlog pÞ1=2Þ: Hence by (2.1) the
ratios Cðj^pÞ=Cðj^ð1Þp Þ and Cðj^pÞ=Cðj^ð2Þp Þ are bounded below and above by positive
constants and thus using the monotonicity of the function x7!MðN \ Ikp ; xÞ we get
(3.3). This observation then implies, when combined with the already settled
Brownian case of Theorem 1.1 and (3.1),
SðjÞo1 ) Sðjð2ÞÞo1 ) jð2Þ 2 UNðW Þ ) j 2 UNðX Þ,
SðjÞ ¼ 1 ) Sðjð1ÞÞ ¼ 1 ) jð1Þ 2LNðW Þ ) j 2LNðX Þ. (3.4)
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.4. Frequency results
Given an increasing sequence N of positive integers, Theorem 1.1 characterizes
the upper and lower classes UNðX Þ and LNðX Þ for a large class of i.i.d. sequences
X ¼ fX k; kX1g: In this section we investigate the structure of the set
A ¼ fn 2N : SnðX Þ4
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
jðnÞg (4.1)
for lower class functions j 2LNðX Þ: More precisely, we will investigate how
frequently the inequality Sn4
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
jðnÞ occurs along N; i.e. how rapidly the sum
ZNn ¼
X
kpn; k2N
IfSk4
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
jðkÞg (4.2)
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whole sequence of positive integers and jðnÞ ¼ cð2n log log nÞ1=2; 0oco1; then
lim sup
j!1
1
j
ZNj ¼ 1 expð4ðc2  1ÞÞ; lim inf
j!1
1
j
ZNj ¼ 0 a:s. (4.3)
For the ﬁrst relation of (4.3), see Strassen [16]; the second relation is a consequence
of the proof. We thus see that the set A in (4.1) has no asymptotic density even in this
simple case. We will show, however, that on an exponential time scale things behave
quite nicely: the number of intervals ½Mk; Mkþ1Þ intersecting A has a simple
asymptotic behavior. In fact, we have the following
Theorem 4.1. Let X ¼ fX i; iX1g be an i.i.d. sequence satisfying EX 1 ¼ 0; EX 21 ¼ 1
and (1.5). Let N be an increasing sequence of positive integers and fjðnÞ; nX1g a non-
decreasing sequence of positive reals tending to þ1 and belonging to the lower class
LNðX Þ: Let
UN ¼ #fppN : 9n 2 Ikp \N : Sn4
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
jðnÞg. (4.4)
Then we have
UN  TN a:s:; (4.5)
where
TN ¼
X
ppN
1
j^p
expðj^2p=2ÞMðN \ Ikp ; 1=j^pÞ
and an  bn means 0o lim inf an=bnp lim sup an=bno1:
Theorem 4.1 contains the lower class part of Theorem 1.1, revealing the meaning
of the sum in (1.11): its partial sums count (up to a constant factor) the number of
exponential intervals ½Mk; Mkþ1Þ intersecting the set A in (4.1). The proof of the
theorem will show that in the case when X n are i.i.d. Nð0; 1Þ r.v.’s and j and N
satisfy certain regularity conditions, one has the more precise asymptotics
UN ¼ aN þOða1=2N logb aNÞ a:s. (4.6)
for any b43
2
; where
aN ¼
X
ppN
P sup
n2Ikp\N
W ðnÞ= ﬃﬃﬃnp Xj^p
 !
.
However, as we do not have asymptotic estimates for aN beyond aN  TN ; the ﬁne
behavior of UN remains open. If N ¼ fnk; kX1g has at most one element in each
interval ½Mk; Mkþ1Þ; there is no problem: in this case (4.6) reduces to
#fppN : Snp4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
np
p
jðpÞg ¼ a1=2N þOða1=2N logb aN Þ a:s:;
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aN ¼
X
ppN
CðjðpÞÞ
and thus in this case we have a strong explicit asymptotics for the counting function.
The following consequence of Theorem 4.1 gives a frequency result in connection
with the LIL (1.6).
Corollary 4.1. Let ðX nÞ be an i.i.d. sequence satisfying EX 1 ¼ 0; EX 21 ¼ 1 and (1.5).
Let N be an increasing sequence of positive integers and let jðnÞ be the canonic
norming function in the LIL (1.6) (i.e. jðnÞ ¼ ð2 logðp þ 2ÞÞ1=2 for n 2 Ikp \N). Let
0ocp1 and
U N ¼ #fipN : 9n 2N \ ½Mi; Miþ1Þ : Sn4c
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
jðnÞg
bN ¼ #fipN : N \ ½Mi; Miþ1Þa;g.
Then
U N 
X
ppbN
ðlog pÞ1=2pc2MðN \ Ikp ; ðlog pÞ1=2Þ a:s. (4.7)
Since the number MðN \ Ikp ; ðlog pÞ1=2Þ in (4.7) lies between 1 and C log p by
(1.16), in the case 0oco1 we get
b1c
2
N ðlog bN Þ1=25U N5b1c
2
N ðlog bNÞ1=2 a:s:;
where xn5yn means that lim sup jxn=ynjo1: Consequently,
lim
N!1
log U N
log bN
¼ 1 c2 a:s.
establishing (1.8). In the case c ¼ 1 the situation is more delicate and the behavior of
U N depends sensitively on the packing number MðN \ Ikp ; ðlog pÞ1=2Þ in (4.7). First
we note that by (4.7) and the previous estimate for MðN \ Ikp ; ðlog pÞ1=2Þ we have
ðlog bNÞ1=25U N5ðlog bNÞ3=2 a:s.
and consequently,
1
2
p lim inf
N!1
log U N
log log bN
p lim sup
N!1
log U N
log log bN
p 3
2
a:s.
The actual value of the lim inf and lim sup here depend on the order of magnitude of
MðN \ Ikp ; ðlog pÞ1=2Þ: For example, if
MðN \ Ikp ; ðlog pÞ1=2Þ  ðlog pÞa ð0oao1Þ,
then (4.7) yields
U N  ðlog bNÞaþ1=2
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lim
N!1
log UN
log log bN
¼ aþ 1=2.
As we pointed out earlier, the behavior of the counting function ZNn in (4.2) can be
rather complicated for subexponentially growing N: We will show, however, that
replacing ordinary frequencies with logarithmic frequencies, a completely general
strong law can be proved along any subsequence N:
Theorem 4.2. Let X ¼ fX i; iX1g be an i.i.d. sequence satisfying EX 1 ¼ 0; EX 21 ¼ 1
and EX 21ðlogþjX 1jÞao1 for some a42: Let N be an increasing sequence of positive
integers and fjðnÞ; nX1g a nondecreasing sequence of positive reals. Let
DM ¼
X
kpM; k2N
1
k
CðjðkÞÞ.
Then for any b43
2
we haveX
kpM ; k2N
1
k
IfSk4
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
jðkÞg ¼ DM þOðD1=2M logb DMÞ a:s. (4.8)
In the case DM ¼ Oð1Þ relation (4.8) reduces toX
kpM ; k2N
1
k
IfSk4
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
jðkÞg ¼ Oð1Þ a:s.
This is the case iffX
k2N
1
kjðkÞ e
jðkÞ2=2o1
and if the last sum diverges and jðkÞ ! 1; then
DM 
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
X
kpM ; k2N
1
kjðkÞ e
jðkÞ2=2. (4.9)
The sum on the right-hand side of (4.9) resembles the sum (1.3) in the
Kolmogorov–Erd +os–Petrovski test, but it has slightly smaller terms. For example,
if jðnÞ ¼ ð2 log log n þ c log3 nÞ1=2; then DM remains bounded iff c41; while (1.3)
converges iff c43:
IfN is the whole sequence of integers and jðnÞ ¼ c ð2 log log nÞ1=2 ð0oco1Þ; then
Theorem 4.2 yields
lim
N!1
cð1 c2Þð4p log log NÞ12
ðlog NÞ1c2
XN
k¼1
1
k
IfSk4c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k log log k
p
g ¼ 1 a:s. (4.10)
and for jðnÞ ¼ ð2 log log nÞ1=2 we get
lim
N!1
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p ðlog log NÞ1=2
XN
k¼1
1
k
IfSk4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k log log k
p
g ¼ 1 a:s. (4.11)
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and Philipp [10])
lim
N!1
1
log N
XN
k¼1
1
k
IfSk4x
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
g ¼ 1 FðxÞ a:s: for any x.
Thus relations (4.10)–(4.11) can be considered the law of the iterated logarithm
corresponding to the ASCLT.
As we pointed out above, the ordinary averages of the indicators IðSk4
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
jðkÞÞ
along N behave irregularly if N is the whole sequence of integers. The following
result shows that a similar irregularity holds for all subexponential sequences N
satisfying minor regularity conditions. Let us recall that for exponentially growing
sequences N the frequency behavior is quite regular (see the comments after
Theorem 4.1).
Theorem 4.3. Let X ¼ fX i; iX1g be an i.i.d. sequence satisfying EX 1 ¼ 0; EX 21 ¼ 1
and let N ¼ fnk; kX1g be an increasing sequence of positive integers such that
nkþ1=nk ! 1; nk=k is nondecreasing and ðlog nkÞ=k is nonincreasing for kXk0: Put
jðnÞ ¼ c ð2 log log nÞ1=2; 0oco1: Then
lim sup
M!1
1
nM
X
kpM
ðnkþ1  nkÞIfSnk4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nk
p
jðnkÞg ¼ 1 expð4ðc2  1ÞÞ a:s.
and
lim inf
M!1
1
nM
X
kpM
ðnkþ1  nkÞIfSnk4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nk
p
jðnkÞg ¼ 0 a:s.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We will need the following:
Lemma 4.1. Let ðxk; kX1Þ be nonnegative bounded r.v.’s and assume that there is a
positive sequence ðmkÞ with
P
mk ¼ 1 such that
E
X
iplpj
ðxl  ExlÞ
"""""
"""""
2
pC
X
iplpj
ml ð0pipjo1Þ.
Let Mk ¼
P
ipk mi: Then for any b4
3
2
we haveX
ipN
ðxi  ExiÞ ¼ OðM1=2N logb MN Þ a:s.
The proof of this result is identical with the proof of Theorem 3.2 in Weber [20].
For limit theorems of this type under mixing conditions, see Philipp [13].
Turning to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we ﬁrst assume that X n are i.i.d. Nð0; 1Þ
variables. Let H denote the set of integers pX1 for which the increment of j2ðnÞ over
Ikp \N is at least 1. Similarly to the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.1,
discarding the sets Ikp \N; p 2 H from the setN changes UN and TN by Oð1Þ; and
thus without loss of generality we can assume that j2ðnÞ changes by at most 1 on
every set Ikp \N: Let jL; resp. jU denote the functions obtained by replacing j by
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denote the analogues of UN ; TN when j is replaced by jL and jU; respectively.
Clearly, UN can be bounded below and above by U
ðUÞ
N and U
ðLÞ
N : Also, j
2
U  j2Lp1;
and thus by jðnÞ ! 1 we get jUðnÞ  jLðnÞ as n !1: Hence using (2.2) we see
that TN  T ðUÞN  T ðLÞN : Thus it sufﬁces to prove Theorem 4.1 for jU and jL instead
of j: In other words, without loss of generality we can assume that on each interval
Ikp \N the function j takes a constant value, which we will denote again by jp:
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the contribution of terms with jpX4ðlog pÞ1=2 in TN
and UN is Oð1Þ; and thus without loss of generality we can assume that
jpp4ðlog pÞ1=2:
We next show that without loss of generality we can assume that for each pX1; the
setN contains at most log2 p terms in Ikp : (This is similar to the reduction of the set
Ikp \N to the set NpðjpÞ in the proof of Theorem 1.1, but we need it now in a
slightly different form.) Divide, for each pX1; the interval Ikp ¼ ½Mkp ; Mkpþ1Þ to
½log2 p intervals Jp;1; . . . ; Jp;½log2 p of equal length and let N denote the sequence
obtained from N by keeping the smallest element of N in each interval Jp;n with
N \ Jp;na;: Let
Dp;n ¼ max
i;j2Jp;n
W iﬃﬃ
i
p  W jﬃﬃ
j
p
""""
"""",
Hp;n ¼
W
m
ð2Þ
p;nﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
ð2Þ
p;n
q  W mð1Þp;nﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
ð1Þ
p;n
q ,
Dp ¼ max
1pnp½log2 p
Dp;n,
where mð1Þp;n; m
ð2Þ
p;n denote the left and right endpoints of Jp;n: We claim that
Dp ¼ Oððlog pÞ1=2Þ a:s:; (4.12)
i.e. the ﬂuctuation of W n=
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
in Jp;n is Oððlog pÞ1=2Þ; uniformly in n: Given an
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process U, the variance of the increment UðtÞ  UðsÞ equals
2ð1 ejtsj=2Þpjt  sj for sot and consequently
PðjUðtÞ  UðsÞjXxÞpAex2=ð2jtsjÞ ðx40Þ,
where A is an absolute constant. Thus using Mo´ricz et al. [12, Theorem 2.2], it
follows that for any interval ½a; b and ﬁnite set H  ½a; b we have
P max
s;t2H
jUðtÞ  UðsÞjXx
 
pA1eA2x
2=jbaj ðx40Þ
with absolute constants A1; A2: Now
mð1Þp;n; m
ð2Þ
p;n  Mkp ; mð2Þp;n  mð1Þp;n  Mkp=log2 p
and thus
log mð2Þp;n  log mð1Þp;n  mð2Þp;n=mð1Þp;n  1  ðlog pÞ2.
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PðDp;nXCðlog pÞ1=2ÞpA1 expfA2C2ðlog pÞ1=ðlog mð2Þp;n  log mð1Þp;nÞgpp2
for sufﬁciently large C and consequently
PðDpXCðlog pÞ1=2Þp
log2 p
p2
proving (4.12). Relation (4.12) shows that replacing N by N in
UN ¼
X
ppN
I sup
n2N\Ikp
W n=
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
4jp
( )
(4.13)
amounts to changing jp to jp þOððlog pÞ1=2Þ; but by (2.2), jp !1 and
jpp4ðlog pÞ1=2; such a perturbation changes TN to T 0N where T 0N  TN : Thus it
sufﬁces to prove Theorem 4.1 with N replaced by N: In other words, we can
assume, as claimed above, that for each pX1; the setN contains at most log2 p terms
in Ikp :
Since the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process UðtÞ ¼ et=2W ðetÞ is strongly mixing with
an exponential rate (see Kolmogorov and Rozanov [9]), the eventsAp in the proof of
Theorem 1.1 satisfy
jPðAp \AqÞ  PðApÞPðAqÞjpKecðqpÞ ðpoqÞ
for some constants K and c. Thus for the a in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we haveX
fmppoqpn; qXpþpag
jPðAp \AqÞ  PðApÞPðAqÞj
pK
Xn
p¼m
X
fpþpapqpng
ecðqpÞ
pK
Xn
p¼m
ecp
a X1
j¼0
ecjpK1
Xn
p¼m
ecp
apK2m2. ð4:14Þ
Since N contains at most log2 p elements in each Ikp ; we can repeat the proof of
relation (2.12) in the proof of Theorem 1.1 to getX
poqppþpa
PðAp \AqÞpconstPðApÞ.
The same argument yieldsX
poqppþpa
PðApÞPðAqÞpconstPðApÞ
(note that in (2.11), the last expression with rðn; mÞ ¼ 0 is an upper bound for
PðAp \AqÞ) and thusX
poqppþpa
jPðAp \AqÞ  PðApÞPðAqÞjpconstPðApÞ. (4.15)
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X
mpppqpn
jPðAp \AqÞ  PðApÞPðAqÞjpconst
Xn
p¼m
ðPðApÞ þ p2Þ
and thus letting bN ¼
P
ppN PðApÞ; Lemma 4.1 yieldsX
ppN
ðIAp  PðApÞÞ ¼ Oðb1=2N logb bN Þ a:s.
for any b43
2
: This implies Theorem 4.1 in the Wiener case, since bN  TN by
Proposition 2.1.
Finally, let ðX nÞ be i.i.d. random variables satisfying EX 1 ¼ 0; EX 21 ¼ 1 and (1.5).
Applying Einmahl [2, Theorem 2] it follows that there exists a Wiener process W
with
Sn  W n ¼ Oððn= log log nÞ1=2Þ a:s. (4.16)
In the reduction steps of the previous proof we reduced the study of UN to the
case when jðnÞ takes a constant value jp on each set Ikp \N and jp satisﬁes
jpp4ðlog pÞ1=2: By (4.16), replacing W n by Sn in (4.13) amounts to a pertur-
bation of jp by Oðlog pÞ1=2Þ and we have seen earlier that such a perturba-
tion changes TN to T

N ; where T

N  TN a.s. Thus the approximation (4.16)
reduces the general i.i.d. case to the Wiener case. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.1. &
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By Theorem 2 of Einmahl [2] there exists a Wiener process W
satisfying
Sn  W n ¼ Oð
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ðlog nÞbÞ a:s. (4.17)
for some b41: By (4.17), replacing Sk by W k in the indicator IfSk4
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
jðkÞg is
equivalent to changing jðkÞ to jðkÞ þOððlog kÞbÞ and since jC0ðxÞjp1; the mean
value theorem shows that by such a perturbation DM changes at most
O
X
kpM
1
kðlog kÞb
 !
¼ Oð1Þ.
Thus relation (4.17) reduces Theorem 4.2 to the i.i.d. Nð0; 1Þ case.
Let now X n be i.i.d. Nð0; 1Þ variables, i.e. Sn ¼ W n; where W is a Wiener process.
Let Ak ¼ fW k4
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
jðkÞg; Zk ¼ IðAkÞ  PðAkÞ; we have to proveX
kpM ; k2N
1
k
IðAkÞ ¼ DM þOðD1=2M logb DMÞ a:s. (4.18)
for any b43
2
: If DM ¼ Oð1Þ; then the left-hand side of (4.18) remains bounded
in L1 norm and thus by the monotone convergence theorem it is also a.s. bounded,
i.e. (4.18) is valid. Assume now DM !1: By the Kolmogorov–Rozanov theorem
(see [9, Theorem 1]) the correlation coefﬁcient of IðAkÞ and IðAlÞ cannot exceed
the correlation coefﬁcient of W ðkÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
and W ðlÞ=
ﬃﬃ
l
p
; which is
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k=l
p
for kol:
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jEðZkZlÞj ¼ jPðAkAlÞ  PðAkÞPðAlÞj
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
l
r
PðAkÞ1=2PðAlÞ1=2p
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
l
r
PðAkÞ ðkolÞ
and thus
E
X
MpkpN ; k2N
1
k
Zk
 !2
p
X
MpkpN ; k2N
1
k2
PðAkÞ þ 2
X
MpkolpN; k; l2N
1
kl
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
l
r
PðAkÞ
pconst
X
MpkpN ; k2N
1
k
PðAkÞ.
Hence applying Lemma 4.1 and using DM !1; we get (4.18), completing the proof
of Theorem 4.2. &
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Since our proof is very similar to Strassen’s proof of (4.3), we
only sketch the argument. Let n0 ¼ 0; S0 ¼ 0 and let X MðtÞ; t 2 ½0; 1 denote the
function which is linear in the intervals ½nk=nM ; nkþ1=nM  ð0pkpM  1Þ and
X M ðnk=nMÞ ¼ ð2nM log log nMÞ1=2Snk ð0pkpMÞ.
From nkþ1=nk ! 1 and the results of Lifshits and Weber [11] it follows that the
sequence X M is relatively compact in the uniform topology of C½0; 1 and its cluster
set is the Strassen set K, consisting of all absolutely continuous functions xðtÞ in ð0; 1Þ
with
R 1
0 x
0ðtÞ2 dtp1: Moreover, by an argument in Strassen [16] we have for any
0oco1
lim sup
M!1
mft 2 ½0; 1 : X M ðtÞXc
ﬃﬃ
t
p g ¼ g a:s:; (4.19)
where m denotes the Lebesgue measure and
g ¼ sup
x2K
mft 2 ½0; 1 : xðtÞXc ﬃﬃtp g.
As Strassen also showed, g ¼ 1 expð4ðc2  1ÞÞ: Put
GMðcÞ ¼ 1
nM
X
0pkpM1
ðnkþ1  nkÞIfSnkX
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nk
p
jðnkÞg.
From the assumptions made on nk it follows that for any ﬁxed 0oao1 we have
log log n½ak= log log nk ! 1; n½ak=nkpa.
Thus letting jðnÞ ¼ c ð2 log log nÞ1=2; 0oco1; we get
X M ðtÞ=c
ﬃﬃ
t
p  Snk=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nk
p
jðnkÞ t 2 ½nk=nM ; nkþ1=nM Þ
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M we have
mft 2 ½0; 1 : X M ðtÞXðc þ eÞ
ﬃﬃ
t
p g  epGMðcÞpmft 2 ½0; 1 : X MðtÞXðc  eÞ
ﬃﬃ
t
p g þ e
and thus (4.19) gives
lim sup
M!1
GMðcÞ ¼ g a:s.
proving the ﬁrst statement of Theorem 4.3. The second statement can be proved
similarly, using the fact that the function xðtÞ  0 is in the cluster set K. &References
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